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Julia Navarro and Neus Sabater
Abstract—In this work, we present a novel learning-based approach to synthesize new views of a light field image. In particular, given
the four corner views of a light field, the presented method estimates any in-between view. We use three sequential convolutional
neural networks for feature extraction, scene geometry estimation and view selection. Compared to state-of-the-art approaches, in
order to handle occlusions we propose to estimate a different disparity map per view. Jointly with the view selection network, this
strategy shows to be the most important to have proper reconstructions near object boundaries. Ablation studies and comparison
against the state of the art on Lytro light fields show the superior performance of the proposed method. Furthermore, the method is
adapted and tested on light fields with wide baselines acquired with a camera array and, in spite of having to deal with large occluded
areas, the proposed approach yields very promising results.
Index Terms—Light field image, new view synthesis, convolutional neural networks
F
1 INTRODUCTION
L IGHT field imaging has recently gained importance dueto the additional information that provides of the scene.
Contrary to conventional 2D images that at each point
capture the sum of all light rays coming from different
angles, the 4D light field image captures the whole light
information. A light field image can be considered as a
collection of 2D images taken from different viewpoints that
are arranged on a regular grid.
Plenoptic cameras such as Lytro [1] or camera arrays [2],
[3] are among the different devices that can be used for
the acquisition of these images. In the first case, given that
the sensor resolution is limited, the additional information
given from the different viewpoints comes at the cost of an
important decrease in spatial resolution, compared to tradi-
tional cameras. Plenoptic cameras usually offer high angular
resolutions (14× 14 views for Lytro Illum) with small base-
lines. On the other hand, camera arrays do not suffer from
low spatial resolution but capturing a large number of views
would be costly, and generally they capture sparse light
fields with wide baselines. In addition, current smartphones
also capture light fields using several cameras. However,
they cannot provide high angular resolutions since it is not
possible to have a large number of cameras in a cellphone.
Then, it is interesting to study the problem of new view
synthesis for light fields. That is, the generation of images
from novel viewpoints. With new view synthesis methods
plenoptic cameras could be built to capture light fields with
smaller angular resolution and thus provide higher spatial
resolutions. Also, camera arrays and cellphones could in-
crease the number of views using view synthesis techniques.
Besides, the generation of novel views would permit to
navigate smoothly between the different images and be used
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for applications such as virtual reality [4].
Over the last years, deep learning has had a great success
in computer vision and image processing tasks. Indeed,
deep learning has proved to be competitive with respect
to traditional approaches for different problems such as
stereo [5], [6], optical flow [7], denoising [8] and super-
resolution [9]. Furthermore, it has recently been applied to
light field images for super-resolution [10], depth estima-
tion [11] or separation into diffuse and specular intrinsic
components [12].
Inspired by recent work on new view synthesis using
deep learning [13], [14], [15], we propose a novel learning-
based solution to synthesize views of a light field image.
Particularly, given de four corner views, we reconstruct any
view in between. The approach is designed for plenoptic
light fields captured with the Lytro Illum camera. Moreover,
we adapt the model for wide baselines and very promising
results are obtained in the case of light fields captured with
a camera rig, which have larger occluded regions.
We divide the problem of view synthesis into feature
extraction, disparity estimation and view selection and use
three sequential convolutional neural networks. Disparity is
estimated between the virtual novel view and each corner
view. In contrast to the recent approach from Kalantari et
al. [14], in order to handle occlusions we propose to esti-
mate a different disparity map for each corner image. The
selection network detects occluded parts and discards them
to reconstruct the novel view. This results in accurate recon-
structions near object boundaries and occlusions, while the
method in [14] produces blurred results at these regions.
Srinivasan et al. [15] reconstruct the 4D light field from
the center view. While their problem is more challenging
than ours, they work with images with simple and similar
geometry, being unable to deal with more complex scenes.
In spite of having been trained on the same dataset, our
approach performs properly on different scenes. Flynn et
al. [13] cope with wide baseline images by providing to the
networks a plane sweep volume built from the input views.
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2While this is memory and time consuming (it takes minutes
to synthesize a novel view), our method takes few seconds
to predict the novel image directly from the input views.
Although the purpose of the work is view synthesis,
the presented method is able to estimate disparity. Since
we only need a large collection of light fields for training
and any ground truth depth is needed, it learns disparity in
an unsupervised manner. Furthermore, the disparity estima-
tion carried out by our method is competitive with respect
to the state of the art.
The work is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
state of the art on view synthesis. In Section 3, we present
the proposed new view synthesis model. In Section 4 we
evaluate the presented method with extensive experiments
and comparisons. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 PREVIOUS WORK
In this section, we review the state of the art on new view
synthesis. We divide these methods into non-learning and
learning-based approaches. In addition, as the problem is
closely related to video frame interpolation, we also intro-
duce recent methods tackling this problem.
2.1 Non-Learning Approaches
Traditional methods generate novel views of scenes and
objects from an arbitrary collection of images from the
scene, which is known as image-based rendering (IBR).
Generally, these methods first predict the scene geometry
and then generate the novel image from the warped views.
Chaurasia et al. [16] proposed a depth-synthesis approach
using graphs operating over an over-segmentation of the
input views. Goesele et al. [17] introduced ambient point
clouds to represent areas with uncertain depth. Other meth-
ods estimate the novel image without explicitly estimating
geometry. Fitzgibbon et al. [18] avoided the explicit depth
computation and used image-based priors. Shechtman et
al. [19] used a patch-based optimization framework.
Among the non-learning view synthesis methods for
light field images we find the variational model from
Wanner and Goldluecke [20]. Given the disparity maps at
the input views, the energy functional penalizes deviations
between each warped input onto the novel position and the
unknown view. This term incorporates a mask to account
for occlusions. Also, a smoothness term for the novel image
using total variation is included. Shi et al. [21] work in the
continuous Fourier domain to reconstruct dense light fields
from a 1D set of viewpoints. Zhang et al. [22] proposed
a phase-based approach to reconstruct a whole light field
from a stereo pair with disparities smaller than five pixels.
Penner and Zhang [23] generate novel views of plenoptic
light fields and camera arrays by means of a soft 3D model
of the scene geometry.
2.2 Learning-based Methods
More recent methods make use of convolutional neural
networks (CNN) to model the problem. Yoon et al. [10]
jointly model spatial and angular light field super resolution
with a CNN. The spatially upsampled result is the input
to the angular super resolution network, which consists of
a single CNN. Wu et al. [24] reconstruct any view of the
light field given a sparse set of views by using a CNN on
epipolar plane images. Similarly, Wang et al. [25] combine
2D and 3D convolutions applied on epipolar plane images
to reconstruct the entire light field. From the four corner
views of a light field, Kalantari et al. [14] propose two CNN
to synthesize any view in between. They manually extract
features by first warping the input images at different
disparity levels and then computing mean and variance at
each level. Given these features, the first network computes
one disparity map for the unknown view, which is used to
warp each corner image. The four warpings are combined
through another CNN which outputs the predicted view.
Srinivasan et al. [15] aim at reconstructing the whole light
field given just the center view. A first network estimates a
4D depth map from the input image. These maps are used
to warp the center view and obtain an initial estimate of the
4D light field, which is further refined through a residual
network. The method is trained on images of flowers, all of
them sharing similar geometry, and it fails when testing on
more complex scenes.
Flynn et al. [13] deal with wide-baseline images by
building a plane sweep volume. This volume is the input to
two different networks, one that outputs for each pixel and
depth the probability of that pixel having that depth, and
the other generates a color image at each depth plane. The
point-wise product between probabilities and color images
provide the novel view. A drawback of this approach is the
need to build the plane sweep volume, which is memory
and time consuming. Indeed, the authors have to generate
images in small patches to save memory and it takes 12 min-
utes to synthesize a 512× 512 image. Plane sweep volumes
are also used by Zhou et al. [26], where the authors develop
a method for view extrapolation given two images with
small baseline, using an encoder-decoder architecture. Built
upon this method, Srinivasan et al. [27] further extend the
possible lateral movement and improve reconstructions at
disocclusions. The recent method from Mildenhall et al. [28]
also uses plane sweep volumes to synthesize novel views
given an irregular grid of input images from the scene.
2.3 Video Frame Interpolation
Given two frames of a video, frame interpolation consists of
predicting frames at novel time instants. Most approaches
first estimate optical flow to warp the input frames to the
target one and then proceed to combine these warpings.
Liu et al. [29] proposed Deep Voxel Flow, a multiscale
frame interpolation method. At three different scales, they
compute the optical flow and a confidence map using
encoder-decoder networks. The results from these scales are
combined using two convolutional layers. The output vector
field is used to warp the input images and both warpings
are combined using the confidence map. Amersfoort et
al. [30] estimate optical flow and confidence in a coarse-
to-fine scheme to deal with large displacements. At each
scale the method estimates a residual to refine both the flow
estimation and confidence. The finest optical flow compu-
tation is at half resolution, and it is upsampled to warp
the frames at full resolution and generate the novel one.
This result is further refined through a CNN. Niklaus and
3TABLE 1
Networks architectures.
Name k r In Out Act. f. BN
Fe
at
ur
es
C
N
N
input 5
conv0 3× 3 5 32 ELU X
conv1 3× 3 32 32 ELU X
conv2 3× 3 32 32 ELU X
conv3 3× 3 32 32 ELU X
conv4 3× 3 32 32 ELU X
conv4 = conv2 + conv4
pool0 16× 16 32 32 avg. (conv4)pool1 8× 8 32 32
concatenate [conv2, conv4, pool0, pool1]
conv5 3× 3 128 32 ELU X
D
is
pa
ri
ty
C
N
N
input 130
conv0 3× 3 2 130 128 ELU X
conv1 3× 3 4 128 128 ELU X
conv2 3× 3 8 128 128 ELU X
conv3 3× 3 16 128 128 ELU X
conv4 3× 3 128 64 ELU X
conv5 3× 3 64 64 ELU X
conv6 3× 3 64 4 tanh
dmax · conv6
Se
le
ct
io
n
C
N
N
input 18
conv0 3× 3 18 64 ELU X
conv1 3× 3 64 128 ELU X
conv2 3× 3 128 128 ELU X
conv3 3× 3 128 128 ELU X
conv4 3× 3 128 64 ELU X
conv5 3× 3 64 32 ELU X
conv6 3× 3 32 4 tanh
Softmax with learned β
Liu [31] use an existing deep learning method to compute
forward and backward optical flows. These are used to warp
the input frames as well as the features provided by the
first layer of the ResNet18 [32]. The four warpings are the
input to a network with a GridNet architecture [33]. Jiang et
al. [34] use an encoder-decoder network to predict forward
and backward flows. These are used to warp the frames
to the desired time instant and input views, warpings and
optical flows are introduced into another encoder-decoder
network to refine the optical flow. This network outputs the
refined flow, jointly with a confidence mask. Then, the input
frames are warped with these refined flows and combined
according to the confidences.
3 PROPOSED METHOD FOR VIEW SYNTHESIS
Let Ω ⊂ R2 be an open bounded domain, usually a rectangle
in R2, and let us consider a light field image with (N +
1) × (N + 1) views, with N ∈ N, N ≥ 2. Let us denote by
Ip,q : Ω → R3 the view at the angular position (p, q), with
p, q ∈ [0, N ] and with the (0, 0) image being the one at the
top-left corner.
Given the four corner images I0,0, I0,N , IN,0 and IN,N
and the angular coordinates (p, q) of any in-between view,
the goal is to estimate the view Ip,q , That is, we aim at
finding a function f such that
Iˆp,q = f(p, q, I0,0, I0,N , IN,0, IN,N ), (1)
with Iˆp,q being the estimated view at position (p, q).
We model f by using convolutional neural networks.
One option would be to consider f as a single network that
from the four corner views and the coordinates of the novel
position directly outputs the predicted view. However, as
pointed out in [14], [15], the relation between input and out-
put is too complex to be modeled by just a single network.
A proof of that is later shown in Section 4.
3.1 Proposed Model
We split the problem into feature extraction, disparity esti-
mation and view selection and use three different convo-
lutional neural networks, one for each purpose. Features
extracted from four input images are concatenated and
used to estimate disparity. Then, input views are warped
according to this disparity and four selection masks that will
serve to perform a weighted average of the four warpings
are estimated.
The three networks additionally receive as input the
coordinates (p, q) of the novel view. In order to provide
these coordinates to the convolutional networks, we con-
sider images P,Q : Ω→ R such that
P (x, y) = p, ∀(x, y) ∈ Ω,
Q(x, y) = q, ∀(x, y) ∈ Ω. (2)
In the following we detail each stage of our algorithm.
3.1.0.1 Features CNN: Compared to [14] that ex-
tracts features manually, we use a convolutional neural net-
work for this purpose. The features extraction network (fe)
is applied independently to each input image to compute
a feature volume with 32 channels for each one of the four
input views. These features should not depend on the image
being processed and therefore weights are shared across all
views. This network also receives as input the images P and
Q, which are concatenated to the considered image along
the channel dimension, resulting in an input volume with 5
channels.
The network fe consists of a sequence of five convo-
lutional layers with 3 × 3 kernels, including one residual
block [32]. Average poolings with kernels 16 × 16 and
8 × 8 are then used to extract features at different scales,
providing the network of more global information. Features
from different layers are concatenated and finally fused with
3 × 3 convolutions. All convolutional layers are followed
by an ELU activation and batch normalization [35]. This
architecture is a simplified version of the feature extraction
stage proposed in [6].
Let Fi,j = fe (P,Q, Ii,j) be the computed feature volume
for image Ii,j , for i, j ∈ {0, N}. Then, the four volumes are
concatenated,
F = (F0,0, F0,N , FN,0, FN,N ), (3)
and this 128-channel volume F is the input to the next stage.
3.1.0.2 Disparity CNN: We assume that the views
of the light field are arranged on a regular grid. Then, hor-
izontal and vertical disparities are the same for consecutive
views and thus the same estimated map is used in both
components. For the same reason, disparities between each
corner view and the virtual view are the same and one com-
mon map for the four images should be enough. In practice,
however, the matching problem is not defined at occluded
areas and, since occluded pixels are different depending on
the view, it results in different disparity maps. Therefore, in
contrast to [14], we let the network to estimate four different
4disparity maps di,j depicting the displacement between Ii,j
and the virtual view Iˆp,q , for i, j ∈ {0, N}. In Section 4 we
show the advantages of using this strategy.
The disparity maps d = (d0,0, d0,N , dN,0, dN,N ) are
computed from the angular position of the novel view and
the four feature volumes, F, through network fd,
d = fd(P,Q,F). (4)
This network consists of seven convolutional layers, all of
them with a filter size of 3×3. The first four ones use dilated
convolutions at rates 2, 4, 8 and 16, respectively. The use of
dilated convolutions permits to combine features at different
resolutions and provide the network with more context. All
layers but the last one use an ELU activation function and
batch normalization. Last layer uses the hyperbolic tangent
as activation function and no batch normalization is applied.
The tanh rescales the output into the range [−1, 1]. Then,
the output disparity is multiplied by a constant dmax, which
is the maximum allowed disparity magnitude. This way the
output disparity will be in the range [−dmax, dmax]. For Lytro
images, this value is set to dmax = 4.
3.1.0.3 Image Warping: The estimated disparity is
used to warp each corner view in order to have them
registered with the virtual one. Let Iwi,j denote the warped
image for view Ii,j . Then, for all i, j ∈ {0, N},
Iwi,j(x, y) = Ii,j(x+ (i− p)di,j , y + (j − q)di,j), (5)
where di,j is evaluated at pixel (x, y). Warped images and
disparity maps are concatenated to form the volume W,
W = (Iw0,0, I
w
0,N , I
w
N,0, I
w
N,N ). (6)
This 12-channel volume W, the depth maps d and images
P and Q are the input to the selection network.
3.1.0.4 Selection CNN: The task of the selection
network (fs) is to determine the contribution of each warped
image Iwi,j to the final result. This will be achieved by com-
puting four selection masks (m0,0,m0,N ,mN,0,mN,N ) =
fs(P,Q,W,d) such that mi,j(x, y) ∈ [0, 1], for all i, j ∈
{0, N}, and∑
i,j∈{0,N}
mi,j(x, y) = 1, ∀(x, y) ∈ Ω. (7)
Then, the predicted view is computed as a weighted average
of the four warped images using as weights these selection
masks,
Iˆp,q(x, y) =
∑
i,j∈{0,N}
mi,j(x, y) I
w
i,j(x, y). (8)
The selection network fs consists of seven convolutional
layers with 3 × 3 filters. All layers but the last one are fol-
lowed by an ELU and batch normalization. At the last layer
we use tanh and do not use batch normalization. Besides, at
the last layer we also apply a softmax normalization along
views,
σβ(vi(x)) =
eβvi(x)∑4
i=1 e
βvi(x)
, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, (9)
with x = (x, y) and vi being channel i of the conv6
layer. With the softmax we ensure that the sum of the
selection weights over the four views equals one at each
pixel. Moreover, we let the network to learn the parameter
β. High values of this parameter encourage the network
to select a single view, which is important at those areas
that are only visible in one of the four images. The network
has to be able to detect which regions of the novel view
are also visible in the four corner ones. With these masks
we discard inaccuracies in the warped images coming from
occluded pixels. After training the network, the learned
value is β = 8.01.
Table 1 details the three presented networks. In the table,
labels In and Out correspond to the number of channels of
input and output volumes, respectively. BN denotes batch
normalization [35], k is the kernel size and r the dilation
rate, which equals one when nothing specified. Moreover,
zero padding is applied to all layers to maintain spatial
dimensions.
3.2 Loss Function for Network Optimization
The loss energy function proposed to train the model
consists of two terms. The first term penalizes deviations
between the reconstructed view and ground truth image:
Ed = ‖Ip,q − Iˆp,q‖1. (10)
To better preserve image textures, the second proposed
term additionally imposes the output image to have similar
spatial gradients to the ground truth:
Eg = ‖∇Ip,q −∇Iˆp,q‖1. (11)
Then, the proposed loss function writes as
E = Ed + λgEg, (12)
where we experimentally set λg = 0.5. In Section 4 we
evaluate different configurations for this training loss.
Another term we could have included is one that en-
forces consistency between different disparity maps, similar
to [15]. However, disparity maps should not be equal at oc-
cluded regions and, since we do not know these occlusions
beforehand, we do not impose any constraint.
3.3 Training Details
The model has been implemented using TensorFlow [36].
We train the networks on Lytro light fields which have a
spatial resolution of 540×372 and an angular one of 14×14,
from which we select a centred 7×7 array of views. The four
corner views of these 7× 7 light fields are the inputs to our
method.
At each training iteration, we randomly select the angu-
lar coordinates at integer positions p, q ∈ Z∩[0, 6], excluding
the corner views. The output is compared at each iteration
to the ground truth view by means of the loss function
presented in Equation (12). We randomly extract 192 × 192
patches from the training images to train the model. The
network is optimized using the ADAM solver [37] with
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,  = 1e − 08, a learning rate of 0.001
and a batch size of 3. Weights are initialized randomly using
the Xavier method [38] and the softmax β is initialized
to 1. The method converges after 300k iterations and it
approximately takes 1 day and 20 hours on a GeForce GTX
1080 Ti GPU. At test time, it takes less than 2 seconds to
synthesize a 540× 372 image.
5View (1, 1)
I1,1 Iˆ1,1
d0,0 d0,6
d6,0 d6,6
m0,0 m0,6
m6,0 m6,6
View (3, 3)
I3,3 Iˆ3,3
d0,0 d0,6
d6,0 d6,6
m0,0 m0,6
m6,0 m6,6
View (5, 5)
I5,5 Iˆ5,5
d0,0 d0,6
d6,0 d6,6
m0,0 m0,6
m6,0 m6,6
Fig. 1. Visual results for three different input angular positions for the novel view. We display the ground truth and estimated view (top), the predicted
disparity maps for each corner image (middle) and the four selection masks (bottom). We encourage the reader to look at the electronic version of
this paper to better see the details.
4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
method. First, we assess the different components included
in our approach by means of several experiments. Then,
we compare the obtained results against state-of-the-art
methods for light field view synthesis. Finally, the method
is adapted and tested on light fields acquired with an array
of cameras.
The quantitative evaluation reported during this section
is in terms of the mean absolute error, which is multiplied by
100 for images in the range [0, 1] (MAE), the peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity index mea-
sure (SSIM) [39]. Unless otherwise stated, the reported met-
rics are averaged over all possible in-between viewpoints
6TABLE 2
Analysis of different terms in the loss function.
Flowers Diverse
Ed Eg Ew MAE PSNR SSIM MAE PSNR SSIM
X 0.887 38.07 0.9770 0.820 37.82 0.9834
X X 0.879 38.28 0.9778 0.799 38.12 0.9848
X X X 0.934 37.74 0.9757 0.820 37.87 0.9846
at integer positions, excluding the input corner ones, and
over the whole test set under consideration. Besides, when
nothing specified, all presented visual results correspond
to the center view, which has angular coordinates (3, 3).
Finally, for the sake of simplicity, in some cases we just
display one disparity map as the disparity estimated by the
proposed method, which actually corresponds to d0,0.
4.1 Datasets
We used two different datasets for training and testing
the proposed method. On the one hand, the dataset from
Srinivasan et al. [15], which consists of 3343 images of
flowers captured with a Lytro Illum camera. We randomly
divided it into 3243 images for training and 100 for testing
the model. On the other hand, the dataset from Kalantari
et al. [14]. It contains 100 light fields for training and 30
for testing. They are mostly outdoor images from diverse
scenarios captured with the Lytro Illum. When reading the
images, we apply a gamma correction with γ = 0.4 to both
datasets. We denote as Flowers the dataset from Srinivasan
et al. [15] and as Diverse the one from Kalantari et al. [14].
For the experiments in this section, when nothing specified,
the used dataset for training is Flowers.
4.2 Visual Results
Figure 1 visually illustrates the performance of the proposed
model on one example of the Flowers test set and for three
different angular coordinates for the novel view. As it can
be seen in the figure, disparity maps are sharp at all depth
discontinuities but they are more blurred at occlusions.
At occluded regions, the warped views will be inaccurate.
However, with the selection network we are able to discard
occluded pixels. Occluded parts are equal to zero in the
selection masks and more weight is given to the areas that
are visible in only one view. Also, we can appreciate how the
selection network has a preference on choosing the warped
view whose angular position is closest to the novel one. This
occurs because Lytro light fields present changes in color
between views and the closer the viewpoints are, the more
similar color the images have.
4.3 Analysis of the Loss Function
Table 2 reports evaluation metrics for three different con-
figurations of the training loss. First, the model trained
with the only use of the reconstruction error term Ed (10).
Second, using the proposed Ed and the gradients difference
term Eg (11). Third, apart from Ed and Eg , we additionally
include a term Ew that enforces each disparity estimation to
be consistent with the warped views. That is,
Ew =
1
4
∑
i,j∈{0,N}
‖Ip,q − Iwi,j‖1. (13)
TABLE 3
Comparison against one single network, the use of just one disparity
map and without the use of the features network.
Flowers Diverse
Method Param. Time MAE PSNR SSIM MAE PSNR SSIM
1 CNN 1.66 M 1.40 s 10.69 24.54 0.9488 11.62 23.86 0.9493
1 disp. 1.27 M 1.91 s 0.931 37.76 0.9750 1.030 36.03 0.9732
w/o fs 1.27 M 1.82 s 0.931 37.81 0.9757 1.080 35.66 0.9703
Proposed 1.27 M 1.89 s 0.879 38.28 0.9778 0.799 38.12 0.9848
Ground truth Single CNN Proposed
Fig. 2. Comparison against one single network. The single network has
poorer textures and is unable to correctly model the geometry of the
scene.
As it is reported in the table, the proposed loss function
combining just the reconstruction error and gradients dif-
ferences outperforms the other settings in both test datasets.
4.4 Comparison with One Single CNN
We compare the proposed approach against using one single
CNN to model the view synthesis problem. The imple-
mented single-CNN model consists of a fully-convolutional
network of 22 layers with kernel sizes of 3 × 3. Also, as in
our disparity network, we use dilated convolutions from
the fourth to the seventh layers at rates 2, 4, 8 and 16,
respectively. This results in a network with 1.66 millions
of parameters. The two images P and Q containing the
angular coordinates and the four corner views are con-
catenated along the channels dimension and are the input
to the network. The output is the color novel view at the
indicated position. We have trained this model using the
Flowers training set.
In Table 3 we quantitatively compare both models. The
single CNN takes in average half a second less than the
proposed approach but the performance is significantly
worse. As seen in Figure 2, the single CNN reconstruction
results are blurry and the network is unable to correctly
model the geometry of the scene.
4.5 Advantage of Using Four Disparity Maps
Next, we show the importance of considering four different
disparity estimations compared to the use of one common
disparity map for the four views, as it is done in [14]. In
Table 3 we quantitatively compare these two strategies. The
use of multiple disparity estimations improves the estima-
tion. In the Flowers dataset we obtain an average PSNR
of 38.28, while with one common disparity it decreases to
37.76. On the other hand, in the Diverse test set we maintain
a high PSNR of 38.12 with the proposed method, opposed
to the 36.03 yielded by the use of one single disparity.
Figure 3 illustrates this comparison. The use of a com-
mon disparity leads to inaccuracies in the estimation that are
7Ground truth 1 disparity d0,0 d0,6
Error 1 disp. Error 4 disp. d6,0 d6,6
Fig. 3. Effect of using one common disparity map or the proposed
multiple disparity maps. Reconstruction errors are clipped into the range
[0, 0.04] for images in [0, 1]. We encourage the reader to look at the
electronic version of this paper to better see the details.
Without the features CNN With the features CNN
Fig. 4. Influence of the features network. We show the reconstructed
center view (top), the disparity map d0,0 (middle) and the error image
(bottom), which is clipped into the range [0, 0.04]. We encourage the
reader to look at the electronic version of this paper to better see the
details.
located at the union of the occluded parts of the four images.
That is, for instance, next to the boundaries of the flower.
However, if we look to the case of having four disparities,
we can see how the areas of the views corresponding to non-
occluded regions are sharp and accurate, while the occluded
parts present more difficulties. The effect in the final result is
reflected in the error images, where the errors at occlusions
are significantly smaller in the case of using four disparities.
4.6 Effect of Using the Features CNN
We now compare the proposed network against one that
does not have a first stage for feature extraction and instead
inputs to the disparity network are directly the light field
views, as it is done for instance in [15]. In this case, in the dis-
parity CNN we included more convolutional layers to have
the same number of trainable variables. In Table 3 we can see
TABLE 4
Quantitative comparison with LBVS [14] and 4DLF [15]. The dataset in
parenthesis after each method indicates the used training set, where F
stands for Flowers and D for Diverse.
Flowers Diverse
Method MAE PSNR SSIM MAE PSNR SSIM
LBVS (D) 1,374 34,37 0,9625 1.053 36.13 0.9799
4DLF (F) 2.998 33.10 0.9510 3.859 30.61 0.9369
Proposed (F) 0.878 38.29 0.9778 0.797 38.13 0.9849
Proposed (D) 0.982 37.34 0.9733 0.805 38.14 0.9846
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Fig. 5. Quality of the reconstruction for different views compared with
LBVS [14]. The evaluation is in terms of the PSNR, which is averaged
over the Diverse test set for each particular view. For each method, we
show the results for the row of views in the middle, with coordinates
(3, q), and the evaluation for the views of the form (q, q), that lie in the
diagonal that goes from the view (0, 0) to (6, 6). Both methods have
been trained on the same Diverse training set.
the gains in performance when using feature extraction, an
average PSNR of 38.24 opposed to 37.81 when we do not
use it in the Flowers test set. Moreover, on the Diverse test
set it considerably decreases to 35.66. A visual example is
shown in Figure 4. Without the features network the method
produces inaccuracies in the disparity map, which results in
a loss of textures and higher reconstruction errors.
4.7 Comparison against the State of the Art
Table 4 reports quantitative evaluation compared to the re-
cent learning-based view synthesis from Kalantari et al. [14]
(LBVS), that reconstructs any view of the light field given
the four corner ones; and the approach proposed by Srini-
vasan et al. [15] (4DLF), that reconstructs de 4D light field
given the center view. LBVS has been trained on the Diverse
training set, while 4DLF was optimized on the Flowers one.
The evaluation metrics reported in the table have been
averaged over the indicated test set and over the intersection
of the views that have to be estimated for the three methods.
According to the table, the proposed approach outperforms
the other methods in all the metrics and in both datasets.
In Figures 5 and 6 we plot the PSNR as a function of
the view postition (p, q). In particular, we show the graph
for the subset of views that are in the row of views in the
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Fig. 6. Quality of the reconstruction for different views compared with
4DLF [15]. The evaluation is in terms of the PSNR, which is averaged
over the Flowers test set for each particular view. For each method, we
show the results for the row of views in the middle, with coordinates
(3, q), and the evaluation for the views of the form (q, q), that lie in the
diagonal that goes from the view (0, 0) to (6, 6). Both methods have
been trained on the same Flowers training set.
LBVS Proposed
Fig. 7. Comparison against the state-of-the-art method LBVS [14] on two
examples, one from the Flowers test set (left) and the other from Diverse
(right). For each method, we show the synthesized view (top), the
estimated disparity map (middle) and the reconstruction error (bottom),
which is clipped into [0, 0.04].
4DLF Proposed
Fig. 8. Comparison against the state-of-the-art method 4DLF [15] on two
examples, one from the Flowers test set (left) and the other from Diverse
(right). For each method, we show the synthesized view (top), the
estimated disparity map (middle) and the reconstruction error (bottom),
which is clipped into [0, 0.04].
middle of the light field, which have coordinates (3, q), with
q ∈ Z∩ [0, 6]; and the graph for the views of the form (q, q),
with q ∈ Z ∩ [0, 6], that lie in the diagonal that goes from
the view (0, 0) to (6, 6). Figure 5 compares the proposed
method with LBVS [14]. Both models have been trained
on the Diverse training set and, for each view position, the
PSNR values have been averaged over the Diverse test set.
We can observe that, for both methods, a higher PSNR is
reported for those views that are closer to the input ones.
However, LBVS values differ from our metrics in more than
one point for all views.
On the other hand, in Figure 6 we perform a similar
comparison with 4DLF [15]. In this case, both models have
been trained on the same Flowers training set and metrics are
averaged over the Flowers test set for each angular position.
According to the graph, the PSNR values of 4DLF drastically
decrease as the novel view position distances from the input
view, reaching values of almost 30. In our case, we also
notice better results for those views that are closer to the
input corner ones. However, differences in the PSNR values
are smaller and always ranging between 37.50 and 38.70.
Figure 7 visually compares the result from LBVS [14]
with ours. This method uses the same estimated disparity
map to warp each corner view. Therefore, disparity maps
are less accurate at depth discontinuities than in our case.
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Fig. 9. Estimated disparity compared to state-of-the-art methods PBM
[40] and OADE [41]. In our case, disparity is estimated from the four
corner views, while methods PBM and OADE make use of the complete
4D light field.
As it can be seen in both crops, their reconstruction has
difficulties at occluded regions, resulting in blurred results
and artifacts at these areas. Moreover, the method in LBVS
synthesizes the new view using a CNN that outputs the
novel color image. In some cases this may produce changes
in colors, as it can be noticed in the flower. Besides, their
method is unable to recover the tip of the leaf since disparity
is not correctly estimated in this thin structure.
In Figure 8 we compare our results with 4DLF [15].
Inferring a 4D light field from only one view may seem an
advantage compared to our method. However, their method
does not work properly with other images than flowers
and it fails when dealing with complex scenes, where there
is more than one object in the foreground. Although both
methods have been trained on the same Flowers training set,
their method is completely unable to model the geometry
of the scene in some cases, resulting in high errors mostly
located at object boundaries. On the contrary, our method
better estimates disparity, which leads to smaller reconstruc-
tion errors.
4.8 Disparity Estimation
Although the purpose of this work is view synthesis, the
proposed method can also be used to estimate disparity
in an unsupervised manner. In Figure 9 we qualitative
compare our estimated disparity to state-of-the-art methods
for depth estimation from light fields. Specifically, the phase-
based method from Jeon et al. [40] (PBM) and the occlusion-
aware depth estimation from Wang et al. [41] (OADE). To
estimate disparity, these methods make use of the complete
4D light field, while our approach only uses the four corner
views. In spite of that, our method shows to be competitive
with respect to both PBM and OADE.
4.9 Generalization
We assess the performance of the trained model tested on
a different dataset by evaluating the model on the Diverse
test set. Furthermore, we trained our networks from scratch
on the Diverse training set and tested on both Flowers and
Diverse test sets. Evaluation metrics for these experiments
are reported on Table 4. Quantitatively, we can see how
the method trained on Flowers yields a high PSNR also in
the Diverse set. In addition, the training on the 100 images
from the Diverse dataset yields similar performance than the
one trained on Flowers on the testing images from the same
dataset, while just a slightly worse performance is observed
in the Flowers test set.
4.10 Wide-Baseline Light Fields
Wide-baseline light fields make more difficult the problem
of view synthesis than with Lytro images. Wider baselines
involve having larger disparities and therefore much larger
occluded areas. The proposed method specially treats the
occlusion problem by assuming differences in the disparity
maps and computing four different ones for each corner
view. Moreover, we have seen that the selection network
is able to detect occluded pixels and discard inaccurate
reconstructions on these parts.
In this section, we apply the proposed approach to
wide-baseline light fields. In particular, to light field images
captured with the camera rig presented in [2]. The baseline
between two consecutive cameras of this rig is 7cm. In this
complex case we have to deal with larger disparities than
with Lytro light fields. Therefore, we cannot directly use
the same networks as the ones used in the previous case,
since the receptive field of the disparity network will not be
enough to match distant pixels. In the following we adapt
the proposed networks to deal with this challenging case.
4.10.1 Adaptation to Wide-Baseline Light Fields
To increase the receptive field and provide the disparity
CNN of more global information without introducing many
parameters, we apply the same features CNN fe as before at
three different dilation rates for the first five convolutional
layers. These dilations are 2, 4 and 8, respectively. The out-
put volumes given from each dilation rate are concatenated
along the depth dimension and fused by means of 1 × 1
convolutions to obtain a 32-channel feature volume.
The features CNN outputs a volume for each view
F0,0, F0,N , FN,0 and FN,N . In the previous case, these fea-
tures were concatenated and were the input to the disparity
CNN. Here, as disparities and occluded areas are too large
and trying to find correspondences between the four images
at the same time might be too difficult for the network, we
propose to compute disparity maps from horizontal and
vertical pairs of views separately and then to fuse these
disparity estimations by means of a simple convolutional
network. With this strategy the disparity network can better
establish matches between input images since the overlap-
ping between horizontal or vertical pairs is larger than if we
consider the four images at the same time.
Then, horizontal disparities are computed from the con-
catenation of horizontal pairs of views,
(dh0,0, d
h
0,N ) = fdh(P,Q, F0,0, F0,N ), (14)
(dhN,0, d
h
N,N ) = fdh(P,Q, FN,0, FN,N ); (15)
while vertical ones are computed from vertical pairs,
(dv0,0, d
v
N,0) = fdv (P,Q, F0,0, FN,0), (16)
(dv0,N , d
v
N,N ) = fdv (P,Q, F0,N , FN,N ). (17)
Functions fdh and fdv are convolutional networks that
have the same architecture as the disparity CNN (fd) but
replacing input and output sizes with 64 and 2 channels,
respectively.
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Fig. 10. Visual results on light fields acquired with the camera rig presented in [2]. Error images are clipped into the range [0, 0.04] for images in
[0, 1].
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Disparities estimated from horizontal and vertical dis-
placements are fused into a single disparity map for each
view,
ds,t = fdf (d
h
s,t, d
v
s,t), s, t ∈ {0, N} (18)
with fdf being a convolutional neural network of two layers
with kernels 3× 3 and 1× 1, respectively.
Once we have computed the four disparity maps, the al-
gorithm follows as before. The four views are warped using
the corresponding disparity according to Equation (5). Then,
images P and Q, the warped views Iws,t, with s, t ∈ {0, N}
and disparity maps ds,t, with s, t ∈ {0, N} are concate-
nated along the channel dimension and are the input to
the selection network fs. The selection network is exactly
the same as in the Lytro case. Finally, the predicted center
view is computed as a weighted average of the four warped
views using as weights the selection masks, according to
Equation (8).
The receptive field of the network proposed for the wide-
baseline case is 170 pixels, compared to 97 pixels for the
plenoptic version. The full model has a total of 2.02 million
of parameters to learn. As training loss function, we use
the one from Equation (12) with two additional terms that
enforce the warped views with the horizontal and vertical
disparities to be similar to the ground truth image.
4.10.2 Training details
We train these networks from scratch on light field im-
ages captured with the camera rig presented in [2]. Video
sequences from indoor and outdoor scenarios have been
recorded and one of every ten frames has been selected
as training light field. These light fields have been rectified
and viewpoints are arranged on a regular grid. From the
available 4× 4 views, we randomly select an array of 3× 3
and, from the four corner images, we train the networks to
estimate the center one. Also, these light fields have a spatial
resolution of 2048×1088 and are spatially downsampled by
a factor of 2.
The training set contains 212 light fields and, consid-
ering that we take subsets of 3 × 3 views, this results in
a total of 848 examples. We randomly extract patches of
250 × 250 from the training images to train the model. The
network is optimized using the ADAM solver [37] with
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,  = 10
−8, a learning rate of 0.001 and
a batch size of 1. Weights are randomly initialized using
the Xavier method [38] and the softmax β is initialized
to 1. The maximum disparity has been set to dmax = 60.
The method converges after 300 thousand iterations, which
approximately takes 2 days and 20 hours on a GeForce GTX
1080 Ti GPU. At test time, it takes 20 seconds to synthesize
a new instance.
4.10.3 Application to Wide-Baseline Light Fields
Figure 10 illustrates an example of view synthesis for dif-
ferent light fields captured with the camera rig presented
in [2], using the proposed method. The method shows very
promising results as it can be seen in the figure. The crops
from the input views give an intuition of how large are
occlusions in each case. By looking at the error images, in
general most of these occluded parts do not present large
errors. In the first and second examples, largest errors are
present in some parts of the background, mainly on bright
areas.
In the last example, we have two objects with large
disparities and the method is unable to correctly estimate
them. This results in a blurred reconstruction and a thin
structure that does not appear in the predicted center view.
This suggests that the receptive field of the network is not
enough to deal with these large disparities. However, the
method that was first designed to cope with plenoptic cam-
eras generally yields promising results for this challenging
case, being able to detect from each view that parts that are
visible in the center one.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed a novel learning-based approach
for new view synthesis for light field images. In particular,
given the four corner views of a light field, we have tackled
the problem of estimating any view in between. The method
uses three sequential networks for feature extraction, for dis-
parity estimation and another for view selection. Compared
to the state of the art, we propose to compute four different
disparity maps in order to deal with the occlusions problem.
Experiments have demonstrated the importance of using
this strategy, jointly with the selection network, to obtain
accurate results at occlusions. The method has proved to
outperform the state of the art for Lytro light fields and its
application to light fields from the camera rig from [2] has
given very promising results.
As future work, we plan to focus on wide-baseline light
fields and work on architectures for this special case, in
which networks should incorporate more context informa-
tion in order to deal with large disparities and occlusions.
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